United Nations Security Council

Co-Sponsors: Republic of Angola, Republic of Chile, Republic of France, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Federal republic of Nigeria, Kingdom of Spain, Malaysia, and New Zealand

Topic: “The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria”

The United Nations Security Council reminding all nations of the celebration of the 10th anniversary of the Montessori Model United Nations,

Reaffirming the past resolution 2249, Deeply concerned with how many lives ISIS has taken,

Strongly condemn the expansion of ISIS’s caliphate, Deeply disturbed by the growth of ISIS members all over the world,

Recognizing ISIS members all over the world, Recognizing ISIS occupies Syria, Iraq, Iran, Nigeria, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Egypt, Palestine, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Somalia, Algeria, and Turkey,

1. Condemns ISIS from spreading to other nations and requests the increase of boarder control;
2. Further recommends the increase of transportation security systems in airports, train stations, etc. and all countries;
3. Supports the rotation of security positions in transportation to prevent corruption;
4. Authorizes DISEC to expel ISIS propaganda from all media and approve its illegalization;
   a. Approves DISEC to illegalize selling weapons to ISIS;
5. Declares accordingly the affirmation of international criminal court that supports international law;

2016 Rome Conference Resolution
a. Authorizes prosecuting anyone found conducting a criminal or terrorist activities for ISIS in the international criminal court;
b. All perpetrators who are found selling weapons to ISIS will be in the international criminal court.

6. Draws the attention to the funding of ISIS through its acquired land resources; the UNSC claims all natural resources sold by ISIS to be illegal.